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Abstract 
In this paper, a class of block backward ifferentiation formulas (BBDF) methods are discussed. Any formula in this 
class, which is characterized ask-block, is of order k, one-step and L-stable for any positive number k. These methods are 
suitable for the numerical solution of differential-algebraic equation (DAE) systems. The existence and numerical 
stability of the BBDF methods are presented as well as some convergence r sults for DAE systems. A selection of 
numerical examples how that our methods are both reliable and robust. 
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. 
can be wr i t ten as 
f l (y ,y ' , z )  = O, f2 (y ,z )  = O. 
These are known as di f ferent ia l -a lgebraic  equat ions  (DAE),  in which 
y, y' : ~ --, ff~ z : g~ ~ ~ ~, 
The more  general  fo rm of  (1.1) is 
f (y ,y ' )  = O, 
Introduction 
A system of ordinary differential equations with algebraic onstraints will be considered, which 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
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where 
y,y ' :~" ~ ~ and f :~"x~"  ~ ~". 
We always assume (1.1) or (1.2) to be autonomous since a nonautonomous system f (y ,  y', t) = 0 
can be brought to (1.2) simply by adding an independent variable t with t' = 1 to the equation. 
This kind of problem arises in many areas of application such as simulation of chemical 
engineering processes, electrical networks, mechanical systems or the solution of the equations of 
fluid dynamics. Since DAE systems have the special property which is called the index of the 
systems, the numerical solution is often more difficult than the pure ODE systems, even if the DAE 
systems are linear and of constant coefficient. 
Recently, the more widely used methods for solving DAE systems are the BDF methods and 
implicit or diagonally implicit RK methods. Some investigation of convergence of these methods 
has been carried out since the 1970s. The obstacle to using the standard BDF codes with automatic 
choice of order and step-length is the index of the system. When the system is stiff and of high index, 
the numerical solution will be obtained with even more difficulty. The main purpose of this paper is 
to try to construct a new class of methods which are one-step for easy stepsize adjustment, high 
order for accuracy, and numerically stable for stiff systems. Meanwhile, we would like the methods 
to be linear so that the computation can be simplified. The work required for block methods is 
equivalent o that of RK methods, but for block methods, we can get k approximations 
Y,+I . . . .  ,Y,+k in one step, while for RK methods, only Y,+I can be obtained. 
2. Block backward differentiation formulae (BBDF) 
We first construct a class of numerical methods for solving ODEs and then extend our results to 
the case of DAEs to create a class of BBDF methods. 
Co~lsider the following initial value problem represented by an explicit ordinary differential 
equation 
y' =f(y) ,  y(to) = r/. (2.1) 
Since the method is one-step, we can start our calculation from to without losing any generality. 
Suppose the stepsize is h, we now calculate the numerical solutions Yt,Y2, . . .  ,Yk of y( t )  at 
t l ,  t2 ,  . . . ,  t k simultaneously, where ti = to + aih and a~ satisfy 
O<ai<<,k, i=  1 ,2 , . . . , k ,  and a i :~a  t fo r i4 : j .  (2.2) 
We denote the vector a as 
a = (a l ,  a2 ,  T 
and call it the knot vector of the block method. 
In order to achieve the numerical solution, we use a group of linear multistep methods 
k 
y~= yo + h ~ b,jy~, i=1 ,2  . . . .  ,k. (2.3) 
j= l  
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Using the forms of the matrix and vector we rewrite (2.3) as 
where 
Y, = eyo + hBY] ,  
and 
Y, = (yX ,y2 , . . . , yk )  v, 
I 
b l l  b12 . . .  blk 1 
b2, b22 "'" b2k 
bk, bk2 ... bkk 
Y'I = (Yl,' Y2,' "",Yk)' T, e = (1,1, ... ,1) v 
257 
(2.4) 
Shampine and Watts [6, 8] and Zhou Bin [9] showed that for any positive number  k and any knot 
vector a which satisfies (2.2), there exists a unique invertible matrix B such that 
B = VXD-  1 X-  1, (2.5) 
where 
V = diag(al ,  a2, . . . ,  ak), (2.6) 
X = (a°a  1 . . . .  , a k -  1), (2.7) 
D = diag(1, 2, . . . ,  k) (2.8) 
and the notat ion a i means 
a i = (a/l, a/~, . . . ,  a~) T, i >/0. 
The local truncat ion error of (2.4) can be expressed as 
L[Y( t ,  a); h] = Y( t ,  a) - ey( t )  - hBY ' ( t ,  a) 
= (O(h  k + , ) . . . .  ,0  (h k + 1 ), 0 (h k + 2))T (2.9) 
for k >t 2. For  k = 1, the r ight-hand side of (2.9) is O(h*+' ) .  According to [9], the method (2.4) is of 
order k + 1 for k >/2 and k for k = 1. Furthermore,  if we choose the knots a, ,  az ,  . . . ,  ak -  ~ as the 
zeros of the Jacobian orthogonal  polynomial  of order k - 1 on [_0, 1] 
- 1 (2 .1o)  Pk- , (X) = ~ Ck2kl l s=0 
and together with ak = k, then (2.4) is L-stable. That is, in terms of the linear test equation 
y' = 2y ,  Re(2)  < 0, y(0) = 1 (2.11) 
and using (2.4), we obtain 
Y1 = (I  - FhB)- 1 eyo 
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with/ i  = 2h. If we denote 
(I - h-B)-'e = ((l(ff), ¢2(h-), . . . ,  ~k(h-)) T, 
then ~k(ff) is the [(k - 1)/k] Pad6 approximation. One can see at once that 
Yk = ~k(f[)Yo 
and if 
Yn + 1 = (Y ,k  + 1, Y,k + 2, . . .  , Y ,k  + a)V, 
then 
Y,k+, = ¢i(~)Y,k = ¢i(h-)(G(h-))"yo for i=  1,2, ... ,k. 
So II Y.+I II--,0 if and only if tG(h-)l < 1. This shows that (2.4)is L-stable. 
Now in order to solve DAE systems, we change (2.4) into the form 
hY'l = AY I  - cyo. (2.12) 
Obviously, since B is invertible, the matrix A and the vector c in (2.12) are uniquely determined by 
the choice of k and the knot vector a and 
A = XDX -1V  -1 = B -1, c = B- le  
in which X, D and V are defined in (2.6)-(2.8) and e = (1, 1, .. . ,  1) T. Now the truncation error 
operator L* of (2.12) becomes 
L* [Y(t ,  a); h] = B-  1L [Y ( t ,  a);h] = (O(h k÷ 1), O(hk+ ~), . . . ,  O(hk+ 1))W. 
The last component of the right-hand side is now O (h k+ 1) and this shows the order of (2.12) is k for 
any k/> 1. 
To investigate the behaviour of the numerical stability of (2.12), from (2.11) and (2.12) we have 
(~1"(~), ~(h-) . . . .  , ~(h-)) T = (A - h-I)- 1 c 
= (B - l  _ ~ I ) - lB - le  
= (I - ~B) -  ~ e 
= (~l ( / l ) ,~2(h) ,  . . . ,~k( l~) )  T. 
This means that (2.12) is also L-stable. 
We call (2.12) the block BDF method, because its form is similar to the BDF method. 
Particularly, when k = 1, it is just the BDF method of order one. Later we will see that the 
convergence behaviour of BBDF is also very similar to that of the BDF method. We can now give 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. For any given positive number k and k numbers a l ,a2,  . - .  ,ak satisfying (2.2), there 
exists a unique BBDF method 9iven by 
hY'l = AY1  - cyo, 
which is a one-step method of  order k. I f  we choose al ,  a2 . . . . .  ak-  1 as the zeros of(2.10) and ak = k, 
then the method is L-stable. 
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In the remaining part of this section, we will show how to numerically solve a DAE system using 
BBDF methods. 
Suppose the DAE system is n-dimensional, i.e. there are n unknown functions yi(t), i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n, 
and n equations 
f/=f~(Yl,Y2 . . . .  ,Y,,Y'~,Y'2, .-. ,Y',) = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,n. 
Denote 
f = (fl ,f2, ... ,f,)v 
and 
Yo = (Ylo, Y2o ,  . - -  ,Y.o) T 
in which Yi~ is the numerical solution yi(t) at t,. Let A = (aij), then the numerical solutionfi at ts, 
denoted by ]~, is 
1 :~, -c~ylo), lh(j~ as iy ,~-  fis =fi(Yls,  . . . ,Yns,-hl j=l asjYlj . . . , -  ~.~ CsYno)), 
i=  1,2 . . . .  ,n, s = 1,2, . . . ,k. (2.13) 
variables Yis In other words, we can establish n x k equations ]~s = 0 for n x k unknown 
(i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n, s = 1, 2, . . . ,  k). To simplify our expression and unify our analysis with that of the 
BDF method, we introduce the notation of the Kronecker product ® according to the following 
definition [4]. 
Definition 2.2. Let A = (alj) ~ ~k × k and B = (bij) e ~"×". The Kronecker product of A and B is 
defined as A ® B: 
A®B = 
a l lB  a12B ... aakBq 
a21B a22B "" a2kB 
akl B ak2 B ... akk B 
where aijB is the ordinary product between scalar and matrix. 
By direct calculation, we see at once that 
(a) I®AxB®I=B®A,  
(b) A®Ix I®B=A®B,  
(c) if A and B are both invertible, then A ® B is also invertible and (A ® B)- 1 = A - 1 @ B-  1. 
Later we will see that these properties play a key role in the study of the convergence behaviour 
of the block BDF methods. 
Let us put the variables y~ into a vector and denote it as Y l: 
Y1 = (Y11, Y21,  - . -  , Ynl, Yl 2,  Y22 ,  " ' "  , Yn2 . . . .  , Ylk, Y2k . . . .  , Ynk) T 
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Table 1 
k a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 
1 1 
2 ~ 2 
3 0.465153077 1.934846923 3 
4 0.354315838 1.67786745 3.150637847 
Table 2 
k A c 
1 1 I 
2 ~ ¼ 1 
-1  
3 1 .074915025 0.389280010 -0.084399095 1.37979594 
-1.189280010 0 .258418418 0.351065749 -0.57979593 
1.843990949 -2.51065769 1.666666666 1.00000000 
4 1.41102697 0 .480876819 -0.146475371 0 .043469588 1.788898009 
- 1.26230366 0.305275006 0 .438670247 -0.108697866 -0.627056271 
0.87311653 -0.996129473 0 .158698023 0 .455534399 0.491219489 
- 1.73087206 1 .648809418 -3.042937356 2 .125000000 -1.000000000 
and let 
Yo = (ylo,y2o, ... ,y,o, ... ,Ylo,Y2o, ... ,y,o) v 
be the initial vector, then (2.13) can be written as 
F(Y , ,~(A®InXY I -c®yo) )=O,  (2.14) 
where F = ( f l l , f21 ,  ... , fnl , f l  2,fz 2, ... ,f,2, ... ,f lk,f2k, ... ,fnk)X and the J~js are defined in (2.13), In 
is the identity matr ix of order n. In cases no confusion is possible, we usually omit the subscript n. 
Now we solve (2.4) using Newton-Raphson iteration if the Jacobian matr ix OF/Oyl is nonsingu- 
lar. The new step will begin at tk with the new initial value Ylk, Yzk, . . . ,  YnR" Repeating the above 
procedure,  we can obtain Ylk+l, Yzk+I, - . - ,  Ynk+l and so on. 
Table 1 gives the knot  points of the BBDF methods  for k ~< 4 and Table 2 shows the coefficients 
of these methods. 
3. Convergence  resu l t s  
In this section, we always assume that the matr ix  
0f ~ 
+ ~ Oy--; 
(3.1) 
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is nonsingular for any real number ? 4= 0 and that Of/Oy and Of/Oy' are both bounded. Later we will 
see that for the systems in which we are interested, the nonsingularity of (3.1) implies the 
nonsingularity of 
c~f 0f (3.2) hi ® ~y + A ® Oy--;'" 
This means that we need no more additional conditions than in the case of BDF methods. This 
leads to the same convergence results as for the BDF methods. 
Let ei~ be the error in the approximation of yi(t) at tj, i.e. 
eij = Yi(t j)  - -  Yij 
and El,  Eo the error vector of nk-dimension: 
E1 - -  (e l l ,e21 ,  . . .  ,en l ,e12 ,e22 ,  • • ,en2 ,e lk ,  e2k, . . .  ,enk) T, 
Eo = (elo,e2o, ... ,eno, ... ,elo,e2o, ..., eno) T. 
Let 1/be the residual vector of (2.14) when the Newton-Raphson iterations are interrupted, then 
( l  ) q=F Y1 , -~(A®IxY l -c®yo)  
( , ) = f Y (0  - g , ,~  (A ® I x (Y(t) - E l )  -- c N I x (Y(to) - eo) )  
( ' ) =F Y(t) -E1,  Y'(t)+ z - -~(A®IxE I -c®IxEo)  
=F(Y(0 ,  Y ' (0 ) -? -~E~ +~-~ r -g (ANIxE l  - c®lxEo)+6 , 
where 
r ( t )  = (yl (t~), . . . ,  y,(t~ ), . . . ,  yl (t~) . . . .  , y,(t~)) T
Y (to) = (y~ (to), ... , y,(to), ... ,yl(to), ... , y,(to)) x. 
r is the truncation error of BBDF method. IIr II = O(hk) • '~ is the higher-order term in El, Eo and z. 
By analyzing ~F/OY and OF/~Y, we see that 
~F_I®0f and 0F i® Of 
0~ - 03-~ O Y---~ = Oy--7" 
Using the property of the Kronecker product we see 
( cynOfl ~_~fy,) El+-hC®~y, Eo+I®lOf ~,  ~= - I®v-+TA® ~ +6 
Y 
or  
E l=c® Eo+h I®~-~,z - t l+6  . 
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By repeating the above procedure, we obtain a difference quation in Eo, El,  . . . ,  E,, . . . .  If Of/Oy' 
is nonsingular, then A ® Of/Oy' is also nonsingular since A is nonsingular. Then 
J - '  = A ®-~y, + h l ® 
y) - ,  1 Of (A(~fy l )  1)-1 = (A(~ (I -1- O(h)) = (A ® ~-~, ) - ( I+h I®-~y Oy') 
is bounded fgr small h. At this time, IJ E, II can be estimated easily. But ifOf/Oy' is singular, then J -  1 
may be magnified by the factor 1/h m. Here m is the index of the system. We see this fact in the case of 
linear and constant coefficient system,,. In the case of nonlinear systems, it might be quite difficult 
to estimate I]J -  1 ]1. Since J -  1 is closely related to Of/Oy and Of/Oy' and these matrices have a major 
influence on the convergence of the numerical solution of DAE using BBDF methods, we need to 
consider the case when the above matrices are singular. 
First, we study the DAE system of index not greater than 2: 
fl(y,y',z) = O, f2(y,z) = 0. (3.3) 
Assume that Of 1/Oy' is nonsingular, then (3.3) is 
(i) index one if Ofz/Oz is nonsingular; 
(ii) full index two if Of 2/Oz = 0 and (Of2/Oy) (Of1/Oz) is nonsingular. 
Then the Jacobian matrix (3.2) can be written as 
Of 1 ._. of 1 of l ]  
hI ® ~y + A ~-~y, hl ® oz 
J=  Of 2 hi ® Ofz " 
hi® o-7 ozj 
We show that J is invertible in both cases (i) and (ii). Denote 
Of 1 Of 1 hA2 = hi ® Of~/Oz, al = A Q ff--y, + hi ® 0---}' 
of 2 of 2 
hA3 =h i®- -  hA4 = hI @- -  
Oy ' Oz " 
Then if 0f l /ay' and 0f2/Oz are invertible, we can see that A1 and A 4 are  invertible, and for small h, 
A4-  hA3A?IA2 is also invertible. Moreover, if (Of2/Oy) (Ofl/Oz) is nonsingular, then rank 
(Of2/Oy) = rank(0fa/Oz) = r, so rank(A2) = rank(A3) = kr. Thus, AaA1A£ l is full rank hence it is 
nonsingular. In both cases, using the proof of L6tstedt and Petzold 1-5] we have 
liE, II = O(hk) 
for sufficiently small II Eo II and II ~ II- This shows that the BBDF method gives a convergent solution 
for nonlinear index one system and full index two systems (with an additional condition). This is the 
same result of BDF methods. 
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Secondly, consider the linear system 
y' = A(t)y + B(t)u + fl(t), 0 = c(t)y +f2(t). 
If we define the vector 
Zl  T T T T = ,Yk,hUl, ., (Yl,Y2,. ' .  hu~2, .. hu~) v
l o  T T T T = , Yo, huo, •, (Yo,Yo, ... hu~, .. hu~) ~ 
in which 
Yi = (Yli, Y2i, "" ,Ysi), U = (U l i ,  U2i  , . . .  ,Ur i )  T 
then 
[A ® I - hI ® A(t) - I Q B(t)] z ,  = [c ® l ] 
I ® c(t) 0 0 Zo. 
(3.4) 
(3.s) 
This is just the case of k = 1 in [1, 4.1 la] except hat we use the Kronecker product A ® I replacing 
the ordinary multiplication ~I. Following the proof of Brenan, we see that after the first step, the 
accuracy of the numerical solution using the BBDF method is O(h k) since each step of the BBDF 
method is equivalent to k steps of the BDF method. After (m - 1) + 1 = m steps, where m is the 
index of DAE, accuracy of O(h k) is obtained. So if m - 1, we can change the stepsize without any 
difficulty. 
Finally, we consider the linear DAE system with constant coefficients. Using the proof of [5], we 
have the following. 
Theorem 3.1. For any k >>- m, where k is the order of the BBDF method and m the index of DAE 
system, 
(i) The global error is O(h k) after m steps when a constant stepsize strategy is used; 
(ii) The global error is O(h p) when a variable stepsize strategy is used, and the ratio of adjacent 
stepsizes is bounded, p is defined as 
p = min{k,k - m + 2}. 
The numerical test in the next section shows that, in this case, the global error is O(h k) exactly at 
the (m - 1) step. 
We can now see that the BBDF method shares almost all the convergence properties of the BDF 
method. Moreover, it is a one-step method which can change stepsize asily. It is highly accurate as 
well as it is having excellent stability, so it can be used to solve high index DAE systems. Since we 
can construct BBDF methods of any order of accuracy, we can treat more DAE systems than with 
BDF method, at least in principle for linear and constant coefficient systems. 
4. Numerical examples 
In this section, we give some numerical examples olved by the BBDF method. They verify the 
conclusions given in Section 3. 
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Example 1. A stiff DAE system [3] 
4 
y~=s- ( r - -y i )  2-  ~ bijyj, i=  1,2,3,4 
j= l  
in which 
4 4 
r = ~ yi/2, S = ~ ( r -  yi)2/2, 
i=1  i=1 
0 = Y5 + klylY6,  
0 = 2y 6 + y3 _ Yl + Y7 - -  1 -- e -1, 
0 = Y7 -- Y8 + k2YlY6, 
0 = Y7 + Y8 + 5k3YlY2, 
where t ~ [0, 1000], ki = 1.0, i = 1, 2, 3. The initial values are 
yi(0) = - 1, i=  1,2,3,4, 
ys(0) = y6(0)  = 1, y7(0) = - 2, ys(0) = - 3 
and B is a matr ix with perturbat ion e = 2.5E-4: 
447 .5+E -452 .5+e -47 .5+e -52 .5 -E  1 
- 452.5 + e 447.5 + e, 52.5 + e 47.5 - e 1. 
- 47.5 + e - 52.5 + e 447.5 + e, 452.5 - e ] 
- 52.5 + e 47.5 + e 452.5 + e 447.5 + e J 
B = 
(4.1) 
The numerical  results are shown in Table 3, in which eps is the error tolerance, step number is the 
total number  of steps from t = 0 to 1000, Jacobian number is the number  of evaluations of the 
Jacobian matr ix in the Newton-Raphson iteration and function number is the number  of function 
evaluations. Since the BBDF methods of any block size k are all numerical ly stable, we need not 
change the order of the method,  as we do in the BDF code. All our computat ional  results in this 
section were obtained using 4-block BBDF method.  
Table 3 
eps Step number Jacobian number Function number 
l.E-4 47 16 102 
2.E-5 69 45 229 
7.E 6 112 80 322 
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Table 4 
eps Step number Jacobian number Function number 
6.5E 4 132 7 323 
2.6E-6 238 34 586 
Example 2. A simulation system in chemical engineering [2] 
dy I(t)G 2z s 
dt z 2 z y t 2' 
ds dz 
dt Y' dt (F1 Fz)/A' 
d Tc dZ  A × Pc × 200 
dt dt mc × C ' 
Av = 0.03exp 0.28-51 ' 
F1 = AvCvx/P1 - P2, 
Pc = mcRTc/ (Vc  x 1000), 
vc= V®-Az, 
with the initial values 
F2 = ~/Pz - P3, 
PE × Pc + pgz/lO00, 
(4.2) 
z = 0, y = 1.0, F1 = 59.14, P2 = 100, Tc = 288, 
Av = 1.0, F2 = 0, S = 1.0, Pc = 100, Vc = 201.0619. 
All the parameters are described in [2]. This is a nonl inear system and a stiff system at the same 
time. The numerical results are listed in Table 4. 
Example 3. 
Y'I =e-~t ,  Y~=Yi+I, i=2 ,3  . . . .  ,m. (4.3) 
Table 5 
Order k Index m of (4.3) 
of BBDF 
m=l  m=2 m=3 m=4 
k=l  1 2 3 4 
k=2 1 1 2 3 
k=3 1 1 2 3 
k=4 1 1 2 3 
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This is a linear DAE system of index m with constant coefficients. Table 5 shows the step number 
on which the desirable accuracy is obtained. For instance, when the third-order BBDF method is 
used to solve (4.3) with m = 4, then the accuracy of the results is O(h 3) after three steps. This shows 
that for k >~ m, we only need (m - 1) steps to get the global error O(hk). 
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